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# 6F7496
111 / 116 / 150 / 100
Slate Darkest

# D3D5E1
211 / 213 / 225 / 100
Slate Dark

# E1E3EB
225 / 227 / 235 / 100
Slate

# F5F6FC
245 / 246 / 252 / 100
Slate Light (System Background)

# 76CD93
101 / 193 / 131 / 100
Green Light

# 1D803E
29 / 128 / 62 / 100
Green Dark

# 35AA5C
53 / 170 / 92 / 100
Green

OTHER COLOURS

# F58438
245 / 132 / 56 / 100
Warning

# B31E1E
179 / 30 / 30 / 100
Error

# FFFFFF
255 / 255 / 255 / 100
Surface Background

# F5F6FC
245 / 246 / 252 / 100
System Background

BACKGROUND COLOURS

98 / 252 / 240 / 100
# 62FCF0

Secondary Light

14 / 200 / 166 / 100
# 0EC8BA

Secondary Dark
21 / 208 / 213 / 100
# 15DACB

Secondary

51 / 85 / 146 / 100
# 335592

Primary Light

20 / 46 / 93 / 100
# 142E5D

Primary Dark
34 / 64 / 118 / 100
# 224076

Primary

MAIN BRAND COLOURS



Body 2 low priorityH1 Title

H2 Card Title

Subtitle Section

Caption feedback

Body Input

Caption Label

Body List Item OVERLINE COLUMN OVERLINE COLUMN SORTED

HOW TO USE TEXT STYLES

Examples

Body 2 Supporting text cum sociis natoque penatibus et magnis dis parturient montes.

Body text Cum sociis natoque penatibus et magnis dis parturient montes, nascetur 

ridiculus mus. Vivamus sagittis lacus vel augue laoreet rutrum faucibus dolor auctor.

Feedback text

Filled in

Label

Feedback text

Filled in

Label

BUTTON

We use a traffic light system for text that informs users either the status of something they have just done 

or the impact of somethign they may choose to do.

White is used on surface colours, such as buttons and menus A A AA

Darkest Slate is used to create “quieter” text for things such as supporting help text and labels

Primary Dark is the common colour used for all type styles

COLOUR

All styles can be justified Left / Centre / Right

ALIGNMENT

Regular / 12pt / line-height 16pt

Bold / 12pt / line-height 16pt

Caption / Regular

 / Bold

12pt / line-height 16pt / All Caps/ BLACK

OVERLINE / BOLD

Bold / 14pt / line-height 16pt / All Caps / 1pt char spacingBUTTON

13pt / line-height 16pt/ Bold Italic

/ Italic

/ Bold

Body 2 / Regular

 15pt / line-height 24pt/ Bold Italic
/ Italic
/ Bold

Body 1 / Regular

Bold / 16pt / line-height 24ptSubtitle / Bold

Regular / 20pt / line-height 24ptH2 / Regular

Regular / 24pt / line-height 32ptH1 / Regular

CORE TYPE STYLES

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

Aa

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

1234567890

!@£$%^&*()_+{}:”|<>?,./;’\[]=-

AaBlack

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

1234567890

!@£$%^&*()_+{}:”|<>?,./;’\[]=-

Aa AaBold

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

1234567890

!@£$%^&*()_+{}:”|<>?,./;’\[]=-

Aa AaRegular

Lato

We are using Lato throughout our product for all typography. It comes in mulitple weights and we have set the following 

styles to cover our initial needs.

Lato can be downloaded and installed from https://fonts.google.com/specimen/Lato

TYPOGRAPHY



Each icon used should have a small tool tip linked to it. This is to avoid confusion for the user if they are unsure what an 
icon does.  Tool tips should appear on hover. See example tool tips below.

Some icons may have multiple states including disabled, hover and active states. The colour and style of these states can 
be unique to that icon only. In general icons use the hover and active states below.

The filter icon has a unique colour logic. When filters are applied the icon itself would turn orange. Which is also suggested 
in the tool Bp.

Icon Tool Tips

Icon States

XXDownload Selected Download Selected

Download Selected Active Filters

Disabled Normal Hover Active

Width of tool tip will scale 
with length of content within

Gap between icon and tool tip 
should be 4px

toggle/check_box_outline_blank_24px
Unselected Item

toggle/check_box_24px
Selected Item

toggle/radio_button_checked_24px
Radio Selected

toggle/indeterminate_check_box_24px
Partial Selection of Items

toggle/radio_button_unchecked_24px
Radio Unselected

content/add_circle_outline_24px
Add Item / Content

file/cloud_upload_24px
Upload Item / Content

action/delete_forever_24px
Hard delete Item / Content

content/remove_circle_outline_24px
Remove Item / Content

action/lock_open_24px
Unlocked Item / Content

action/visability_24px
Preview Item / Content

action/lock_24px
Locked Item / Content

/editor/mode_24px
Edit

/action/visability_off_24px

editor/insert_drive_file_24px
Document

action/settings_24px
Item SettingsNo Preview Item / Content

/content/save_24px
Save item / content

navigation/chevron_left_24px
Navigate Previous

navigation/chevron_right_24px
Navigate Next

navigation/expand_less_24px
Condense Content

navigation/expand_more_24px
Expand Content

navigation/arrow_upward_24px
Sort Descending (Z-A / 9-0)

navigation/arrow_downward_24px
Sort Ascending (A-Z / 0-9)

action/check_circle_24px
Success Feedback

alert/warning_amber_24px
Warning Feedback

action/autorenew_24px

Animate and spin clockwise at 1.4s per revolution

`animation: 'loading-progress-rotate 1.4s linear infinite'`

Processing Feedback
alert/error_outline_24px
Error Feedback

navigation/menu_24px
Main Menu

navigation/more_vert_24px
Hidden Sub Menu

navigation/arrow_back_ios_24px
Back

action/search_24px
Search

navigation/close_24px
Close / Clear

action/account_circle_24px
Account

navigation/apps_24px
Accounts (menu)

action/settings_input_antenna_24px
Delivery (menu)

image/filter_24px
Creative Hub (menu)

action/build_24px
Account Settings (menu)

editor/bar_chart_24px

content/filter_list_24px
Filter

Reporting (menu)

Material have 5 icons sets, we will be using the Material Outline Set for all our icons. This is a list of all of the icons we are 
currently using. Designers should update and add to this list to keep engineers informed of which icons they need to 
reference.

The paths given here should match that of the icon set folder structure that you can download here
https://material.io/tools/icons/?style=outline
https://github.com/google/material-design-icons

Material Outline Icons

ICONS

content/info_24px
Info



Primary coloured text buttons are usually coupled with Green Solid buttons as the secondary action such as “Cancel”
Pre-pended Icons are rarley used on Primary coloured text buttons.

When paired the text button should always be on the right hand side of the pair. The padding between the buttons 16px

CANCEL

16px and on the right On mobile it may need to stack and fall under the solid button

SAVE

CANCEL

SAVE

Error Red buttons are used to destructive and final actions within a workflow such as “Delete”.
Icons are rarley used with Red error buttons.

CANCEL

For example

For example

DELETE IMAGE

SAVE

Text Buttons

Outline buttons are used for actions that are of secondary importance and often replace the Solid Primary Colour button 
once the action has been carried out, but we still want access to the functionality for things like editing.

EDIT TRACKING

Outline Buttons

Primary coloured solid buttons usually used for actions that are important within the workflow.
Pre-pended Icons are often used on Primary coloured buttons.

Green buttons are used to signal positive and final actions within a workflow such as “Save”.
Icons are rarley used with Green buttons.

ADD TRACKING

For example

For example

SAVE

Solid Buttons

HOW TO USE BUTTONS

BUTTON

Text buttons come in Primary Dark or Error Red, and can have an icon pre-pended to the button label.

BUTTON

BUTTON BUTTON

Text Buttons

- No styling to the button
- It will sit directly on a surface

- Fixed height 40px
- Fluid width to accomodate conent
- Min width 120px, content centre if less than min width

- 24px Icon in Primary Dark
- Text style : Button in Primary Dark
- Internally use 8 px spacing between elements

BUTTON

Outline buttons come in Primary Dark, and can have an icon pre-pended to the button label.

BUTTON

Outline Buttons

- 1px border
- 4px rounded corners
- Shadow 01dp

- Fixed height 40px
- Fluid width to accomodate conent
- Min width 120px, content centre if less than min width

- 24px Icon in Primary Dark
- Text style : Button in Primary Dark
- Internally use 8 px spacing between elements

BUTTON

Solid buttons come in 2 colours, Primary or Green, and can have an icon pre-pended to the button label.

BUTTON

BUTTON BUTTON

Solid Buttons

- 4px rounded corners
- Shadow 01dp

- Fixed height 40px
- Fluid width to accomodate conent
- Min width 120px, content centre if less than min width

- 24px Icon in white
- Text style : Button in white
- Internally use 8 px spacing between elements

BUTTONS



Input Info

Input Text

Label

Input Info

Input Text

Label

Input Info

Label

INACTIVE ACTIVE

Input Info

Input Text

Label

Input Info

Label

Text Input Examples

Dropdown Input Examples

Feedback text

Label

Feedback text

Filled in

Label

Feedback text

Filled in

Label

Feedback text

Label

Feedback text

Filled in

Label

Feedback text

Filled in

Label

Like text inputs, dropdowns have active, inactive states as well as validation with wording and icons. They follow a very 

similar logic to the text inputs above.

Narrow Dropdown Input Examples

Label

Search Dropdown |

Label

Selected

Selected

To be used when many dropdown inputs are needed to reduce space. E.g Ad Tag Macro s

Error ValidationRequired

Chip Input 

Choose competition(s) content to show

Premier League

Required

Premier League

Required

Choose competition(s) content to show

Feedback text

Label

Feedback text

Label

General Input Styling

Caption / #WarningOrange

Body / #PrimaryDark

Body reduced / #WarningOrange

Caption / #Slate Darkest

Body / #PrimaryDark

Body reduced / #Slate Darkest

Caption / #SlateDarkest

Body / #PrimaryDark

Body reduced / #SlateDarkest

Caption / #SlateDarkest

Body / #SlateDarkest

Success Feedback / #Green
action/check_circle_24px

Warning Feedback / #WarningOrange
alert/warning_amber_24px

Caption / #ErrorRed

Body / #PrimaryDark

Body reduced / #ErrorRed

Error Feedback / #ErrorRed
alert/error_outline_24px

Caption / #SlateDarkest

Body / #SlateDarkest Locked / #PrimaryDark
alert/error_outline_24px

INPUTS

There are many kinds of inputs available in the console library to meet different content. Below are some examples of 

these inputs and use cases for them

Text inputs start in an inactive state where the label of the input is within the input area itself.

When the user types in the area the input then becomes active. These active and inactive states also have validation 

wording and icon options which is used to cleatly outline if a field is required, theres a problem or a warning.

Expanded Selection

Sport Icon Selection

Name NameName

Basketball Basketball Basketball

Normal

Normal

Hover

Hover

AcUve

AcUve



Console Base / Cards / 16px / Title Only

Console Base / Cards / 32px / Title Only

Console Base / Cards / 24px / Title Only

Main Card Padding

Card Content Spacing

Card Spacing

CARDS

Card Title

Card Title Example

Card Title

Subtitle

Subtitle Example

Feedback text

Filled in

Label

Feedback text

Label

8px

8px

8px

24px

32px

32px

24px

24px 24px

Card Title

Card Title

Card Title Example

Card Title

Card Title

Card Title

Card Title Example

32px

24px

16px

16px 24px

24px

24px

24px

32px

32px

32px

32px

16px

16px

16px

Card TitleCard Title

Subtitle Example

Feedback text

Filled in

Label

Feedback text

Filled in

Label

Feedback text

Label

Feedback text

Label

Subtitle Example

Max width on inputs?



MENU

UsernamePage Title

UsernamePage Title

Page Title

Page Title

Page Title

Page Title

320px 599px

X-Small Small

600px 839px

Medium

840px 1279px

Large & X-Large

UsernamePage Title

Delivery

FANDUEL

Creative Hub

Reporting

Account Settings

On this grid size the menu should permanently open by default

1280px 1920+

Delivery

FANDUEL

Creative Hub

Reporting

Account Settings

Delivery

FANDUEL

Creative Hub

Reporting

Account Settings

Delivery

FANDUEL

Creative Hub

Reporting

Account Settings

Touch devices
- When the menu is touched, it should expand the menu over the main content
- Depending on the which icon is touch, then the sub men should be open once menu is expanded
- If bottom of the menu bar where no icons are is touched then the menu should just expand over content
- Touching a sub menu item or the grey area will close the menu

Desktop / Non touch devices
- Mouse over will expand the menu
- Clicking a sub menu item will close the menu
- Mouse over the grey are will clsoe the menu

On this grid size the menu should be hidden in an icon bar by default

On this grid size the menu should be hidden in the burger menu by default

Touch devices
- When the burger icon is touched, it should expand the menu over the main content
- Touching a sub menu item will close the menu
- Touching the grey area will close the menu

Desktop / Non touch devices
- Mouse click on burger icon will expand the menu
- Clicking a sub menu item will close the menu
- Mouse click the grey are will clsoe the menu

Delivery

Delivery

Campaign

Bet Behaviour

Ad Tags

Campaign

Campaign

Campaign

Campaign

FANDUEL

FANDUEL

FANDUEL

FANDUEL

Delivery

Delivery

Delivery

BETSTARS DE

BETSTARS DE

Delivery

FANDUEL

Creative Hub

Reporting

Account Settings

Delivery

FANDUEL

Creative Hub

Reporting

Account Settings

Campaigns

Bet Behaviour

Ad Tags

Icon Bar Full Menu Full Menu + Sub menu

BETSTARS DE

BETSTARS FR

BETSTARS UK

FANDUEL

PADDY POWER

LADBROKES UK

FANDUEL

Account Switcher

Fresh 8 Branding

Account Switcher Menu IconMulti Account Button Full Menu Item

Hover Hover

Selected Selected

Expanded

Submenu

Hover

Selected

Disabled

Disabled Menu Item

Single Account button (not clickable)

Account item selected

BETSTARS DE

Account item normal

The following used in the account menu

Account item hover

HoverHover

Hover

Total size 56 x 56px
Icon 30 x 27 px

Total size 200 x 56px
Logo 99 x 27 px



Drawer

CONTENT

CONTENT

Drawers are used to display content over a page without moving away from the page itself. It can be used to hold various 
kinds of content like a static selection gallery and ad network selection list. It has potential to bring other user flows into 
their current flow without navigating from the page.

Basic info

Examples

The percentage of screen that will be taken 
up is dependent of the content you will be 
displaying in the drawer

If for example it is a selection list a narrower 
draw may be used however

If the content is larger e.g an image gallery. It would be useful to allow more of the page to be taken up to show the 
gallery content easier.

When it comes to mobile devices although the draw still 
technically opens it will consume the whole page? 
Check with rob**



Dialogs

Dialog size should depend on device size and be responsive. The width of the dialog should be 60% of available screen 
size for devices above mobile. On mobile sizes this would be increased to 90% of the screen size leaving some padding on 
either side of the dialog. There should also be a minimum and maximum width set to avoid the dialog too large or 
breaking. The minimum width of the dialog box should be set to 280 for slimmer mobiles screens and the largest width 
the dialog should respond to is 600px where it then maxes out and would just centre align in the space.

Height should be determined by the amount of content in the dialog however a max height should be implemented. 
Afterwhich the dialog should employ a scrollable function.  Dialogs should not become larger than 60% of the screen 
heigh and should max out at around 450px on landscape tablets and desktops. Mobiles however will work differently 
inhertiting the 90% screeen rule as mentioned above.

The dialog box will employ a background overlay darkening the visible screen in order to focus primarily on the dialog. 
The overlay box will be #000000 at 30% Alpha.

XXXXX

BACKBUTTON

Nullam quis risus eget urna mollis ornare vel eu leo. 
Sed posuere consectetur est at lobortis. Nullam quis 
risus eget urna mollis ornare vel eu leo. Sed posuere 
consectetur est at lobortis. Nullam quis risus eget 
urna mollis ornare vel eu leo. Sed posuere 
consectetur est at lobortis. Nullam quis risus eget 
urna mollis ornare vel eu leo. Sed posuere 
consectetur est at lobortis.

Dialog Title

When the amount of content becomes too large to fit in the dialog box at full height / width a scrollable function dialog 
box will be used instead. There is also the option to use a scrollable area with a button overlay in order to see the the 
ways to progress or cancel at all times.

Dialog Sizing

Overlay

Delete / caution styling

Scrollable

BTNS HERE

Nullam quis risus eget urna mollis 
ornare vel eu leo. Sed posuere 
consectetur est at lobortis. Nullam 
quis risus eget urna mollis ornare 
vel eu leo. Sed posuere 
consectetur est at lobortis.

Dialog Title

BTNS HERE

Nullam quis risus eget urna mollis ornare vel eu leo. Sed posuere consectetur est at 
lobortis. Nullam quis risus eget urna mollis ornare vel eu leo. Sed posuere 
consectetur est at lobortis.

Dialog Title

Nullam quis risus eget urna mollis ornare vel eu leo. 
Sed posuere consectetur est at lobortis. Nullam quis 
risus eget urna mollis ornare vel eu leo. Sed posuere 
consectetur est at lobortis. Nullam quis risus eget 
urna mollis ornare vel eu leo. Sed posuere 
consectetur est at lobortis. Nullam quis risus eget 
urna mollis ornare vel eu leo. Sed posuere 
consectetur est at lobortis.

Dialog Title

BACKBUTTON

Nullam quis risus eget urna mollis ornare vel eu leo. 
Sed posuere consectetur est at lobortis. Nullam quis 
risus eget urna mollis ornare vel eu leo. Sed posuere 
consectetur est at lobortis. Nullam quis risus eget 
urna mollis ornare vel eu leo. Sed posuere 
consectetur est at lobortis. Nullam quis risus eget 
urna mollis ornare vel eu leo. Sed posuere 
consectetur est at lobortis.

Dialog Title

280px min width

600px max width

60% of screen

90% of screen

Are you sure you want to delete all the selected Ad 
Tags? Warning: This cannot be undone.

Delete All (329) Selected Ad Tags

NO THANKS, CANCEL YES, DELETE



Static Creative Card

Mobile and desktop size

XXX

Mobile and desktop size

The static image will resize to fit the space allowed from the image preview container and will max out when either the 

width or height hits the edge of the container. 

Row logic used card mini widths to determine how many cards to display on a row. The row will use the minimum card 

width and padding between cards to determine whether it has space to introduce another card to the row or just increase 

the current amount of cards on the row to fill space.

The draw containing the static selection process will take up 90% of the screen to allow the gallery to take up as much 

space as possible without leaving the flow.

This example shows 2 x 250px cards bbeing diaplayed

When the space allowed increases but does not quite increase enough to bring in another card 

In this case the two cards already inthe row will increase in size (maintaining proportion) to fill the space.

However in this example you can see that the space allowed was large enough to fit in 3 cards with padding.

Sizing

Build

Image Display

Row logic

Drawer logic 

 

18+. Prices may fluctuate. Selected 
markets only. T&Cs apply.

BET HERE

When you bet £5

IN 
FREE 
BETS

GET 
£20

NEW CUSTOMER 
OFFER

FA Cup Final- 
Football - Coral 

Date Modified 
22/04/19

 

18+. Prices may fluctuate. Selected 
markets only. T&Cs apply.

BET HERE

When you bet £5

IN 
FREE 
BETS

GET 
£20

NEW CUSTOMER 
OFFER

FA Cup Final- 
Football - Coral 

Date Modified 
22/04/19

 

Date Modified 22/04/19

18+. Prices may fluctuate. Selected 
markets only. T&Cs apply.

BET HERE

When you bet £5

IN 
FREE 
BETS

GET 
£20

NEW CUSTOMER 
OFFER

Southampton FC - Football - Skybet 

Static Name

Image Preview (resize to fit)

Date modified (sorted by most recent)

Mobile

Tablet - Desktop



Table components 

TITLE FIELD 1

TITLE FIELD 1

TITLE FIELD 1

FIELD 3FIELD 2 FIELD 4

Sem Ornare Consectetur

Sem Ornare Consectetur

Sem Ornare Consectetur

Sem Ornare Consectetur

Commodo

Commodo

Commodo

Commodo

Multiple

Multiple

Multiple

Multiple

Bibendum

Bibendum

Bibendum

Bibendum

XXX

Icons can be used in various places within a table depending on function. Below there are some in row examples but the 

introduction of icons in the table title bars and above will also be demonstrated further down.

Column sorting is a useful function for the table. It gives the the user the ability to sort (ascending or descending) by each 

of the relevent columns. It works especially well on names and dates.

When the column header is selected to be sorted it then turns bold to highlight that the sort is active. The introduction of 

a direction arrow also helps make clear whether the column is ascending or descending.

Due to the amount of content in tables and the restricted size of mobile views we decided to turn table rows into 

individual cards when on mobile formats.

A useful component to use above the table is the header bar. This allows the user to include functionality like search bar, 

filter icon and additional creation buttons amongst other things.  These header bars have the functionality to change state 

when items in the table are selected. For example when multiple ad tags are selected the header bar would change to 

show a different set of functions. Download icons, delete icons and information about ad tags selected can be included.

XXXXX

Components

Multi Line Table

Introduction of icons

Column sorting

Mobile card (instead of table view)

Header bar

Table Pagination

Spark Line and Data 

Live / Scheduled Campaigns

  

Ad Butler +3 more Ad Butler +3 more

William Hill | Football | Mobile 

Leaderboard

William Hill | Football | Mobile 

Leaderboard

Date Modified 22/04/19 Date Modified 22/04/19

3 Ad Tags are selected

Column Title

Row select

tick box

Row select

tick box

Date Modified

Ad Network

Name

Row ContentRow seperator lines

Sorted By Column Title

TITLE FIELD 1 FIELD 3FIELD 2 FIELD 4

 

Search CREATE AD TAG

TITLE FIELD 1 FIELD 3FIELD 2 FIELD 4

Sem Ornare Consectetur

Sem Ornare Consectetur

Commodo

Commodo

Multiple

Multiple

Bibendum

Bibendum

Right Aligned

Left Aligned

FIELD

FIELD FIELD

FIELD

Paddy Power | Football | 320x120 | Prospecting

Paddy Power | Football | 320x120 | Prospecting

Paddy Power | Football | 320x120 | Prospecting

Paddy Power | Football | 320x120 | Prospecting

Brand : Paddy Power

Sport : Football

Behaviour : Football Default

Brand : Paddy Power

Sport : Football

Behaviour : Football Default

Brand : Paddy Power

Sport : Football

Behaviour : Football Default

Brand : Paddy Power

Sport : Football

Behaviour : Football Default

Google DFP

Google DFP

14/08/2019

14/08/2019

Rows per page: 1-25 of 30925

Rows per page: 1-25 of 30925

2.4% 2.4% 

-12.4% -12.4% 

15,722 15,722

1,722 1,722



Scripts

Scripts should be displayed in a clear box seperated from other content on the page. 

Click to copy to clipboard styling

Script display box

<script>document.write('<scr'+'ipt src="https://fresh8.co5bbf6ce43f96771a7adad6ceembed.js?
clickUrl='+encodeURIComponent('%c%u')+'&cb=%n&isAdTag=true"></script>

THIS IS A MONOSPACE FONT TO REFLECT THE SCRIPT CONTENT INSIDE OF THE SCRIPT BOX. THIS IS A 
MONOSPACE FONT TO REFLECT THE SCRIPT CONTENT INSIDE OF THE SCRIPT BOX.THIS IS A MONOSPACE 

<script>document.write('<scr'+'ipt src="https://fresh8.co5bbf6ce43f96771a7adad6ceembed.js?
clickUrl='+encodeURIComponent('%c%u')+'&cb=%n&isAdTag=true"></script>

<script>document.write('<scr'+'ipt src="https://fresh8.co5bbf6ce43f96771a7adad6ceembed.js?
clickUrl='+encodeURIComponent('%c%u')+'&cb=%n&isAdTag=true"></script>

Click to copy

Copied

16px

16px



Selection and toggles

Radio buttons are used when there are multiple options with only 1 possible selection

Toggle are used when there are functions you want to turn on, or off

Tick Box are used when multiple selections can be made, turned on / turned off or select all functions



Tabs

Content A

BUTTON STYLE

BUTTON STYLE

NIBH CONDIME 
PARTURIENT TORT…

Content B

BUTTON QUIET

BUTTON QUIET

BUTTON QUIET

Content C

BUTTON QUIET

BUTTON QUIET

BUTTON QUIET BUTTON QUIET

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Integer posuere erat a ante venenatis 

dapibus posuere velit aliquet. Vivamus sagittis lacus vel augue laoreet rutrum faucibus dolor 

auctor. Maecenas faucibus mollis interdum. Vestibulum id ligula porta felis euismod semper.

Tabs are useful when different sets of information need to be displayed in one area. Clicking on each tab will change the 

content in the content area depending on which tab is selected

Although it is advised to keep tab titles minimal in some cases this may not be achievable. In that case we have allowed 

the text to wrap over two lines before truncating. Padding 8px ROB TO VIEW

100%

33%

Horizontally and verPcally centred within tab

Horizontally and verPcally centred within tab

33% 33%

Text specs 



Filter Dialog

Dimensions

Components

Button and click logic

Filter (X) by

 

APPLY FILTERS CLEAR  ALL FILTERS

Using console grid as guidance set size dimensions for filter dialog based on the viewport size.

The filter dialog will bring up a dialog box that contains an overlaying header and footer with a scrollable mid section. 
Allowing for longer filtering lists where necessary.

The section below outlines what logic the filter dialog should take when certain buttons or areas are clicked.

Filter (X) by

 

APPLY FILTERS CLEAR  ALL FILTERS

Filter input

Filter input

Filter input

Filter input

24px

24px

24px

320px - 839px

X-Small - Small
Dialog to be full width and height.

840px - 1920+px

Medium - X Large +
Dialog to be 50% Width and 70% Height up to a max 860px wide and 620px high

100%

Title (X) will 
change depending 

on secPon e.g 
‘Filter Ad Tags by’

Clicking off the 
filter dialog box 

will apply 
currently selected 
filters and return 

to index page.

Clicking the Apply buUon 
will apply all currently 

selected filters and the 
dialog remains open.

Clicking the clear buUon will 
remove all currently selected 
filters but remain on dialog.

Clicking X will 
cancel any new 
filters you have 
applied this 
session and return 
to the index page 
however any 
previously applied 
filters will remain 
acPve. 

70%

50%

Filter input

Filter input

Filter input

Filter input


